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Google Assistant
will begin pushing
ads to phones
based on location
& search history.

Buzzword bonus:
moment, delight,
innovation, 

success, simplified,
machine learning,
Google Assistant.

All of our
attribution models
use the same
formula. 

Ok, there really 
are only 2 
keyword match
types now - broad 
& modified broad

match.

You can create
ads just for
mobile users
again for all of
those micro 
moments!

Custom analytics
reporting will 
only be available
through Data 
Studio.

Conversions are
really overrated -
it’s volume you
should really 
be chasing! 

When we don’t
want to explain
things, we will
simply say it is
machine learning.

Ad groups won’t
run without a
minimum of 5
active ads.

We are sunsetting
non-responsive
ad creation for
GDN in 2017.

Ads on our
network will 
delight people so
much, ad blockers
won’t block them.

We are going
to actually 
look at sites in
GDN & drop
the truly terrible

ones.

We are focused on
amazing new 
B2B advertising
capabilities - 
just kidding! 

Announce a
partnership w/ 
major data

aggregator & hyper 
personalization
of ads.

We are showing
QS historical data,
but don’t worry -
it has way less
impact now!

We will determine 
the attribution
model to be used
for all of

your campaigns.

We will run our
auto-created ads
alongside yours
with no way to
disable them.

Premium 
Retargeting Ads: 
people from 

your competitors’ 
Customer Match

data.

You can provide
feedback for
bad “close

variant” matching
in AdWords UI.

New! Fat Finger
Defense System
to control 
garbage clicks
on mobile.

All of the case
studies we share
are for mega
brands.

Please keep
advertising on 
YouTube. 

Daily budget limits
will now only be
suggestions of
what you’d like
your total spend
to be.
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